Introduction
The relationship between economic growth and environmental quality has been addressed both theoretically and empirically in numerous research studies. An important contribution of this literature has been to analyze the conditions under which an economy can achieve growing per capita incomes combined with non-deteriorating environmental quality (see Brock and Taylor 2005 for a review). One general condition, which emanates from the optimality conditions in a dynamic neoclassical growth model, is pollution (β) convergence, implying that in the long-run pollution should be bounded as well as approach a steady-state level even in the presence of positive growth in per capita GDP.
There is a rich empirical literature on pollution convergence, thus testing whether there is a negative growth-level relationship in environmental pollution. Most attention has been devoted to convergence of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) emissions at the global or regional level (e.g., Aldy, 2006; Ezcerra, 2007; Strazicich and List, 2003; Nguyen Van, 2005; Panopoulou and Pantelidis, 2007; Westerlund and Basher, 2008; Camarero et al., 2008; Brock and Taylor, 2010; and Camarero et al., 2013) . However, these studies typically devote very limited attention to the structural characteristics of countries (see the literature review in Pettersson et al., 2014) . Specifically, the distribution of CO 2 emissions is often strongly related to the structure of a country's economy, and this hinges on that country's natural endowments (e.g., fossil fuel reserves), development level, and its comparative advantage in the production of various goods. All these conditions, in turn, are not preset requirements, but depend on the decisions of households, firms and governments, as well as the institutional frameworks within which these decisions take place. In this paper we address the economic and institutional determinants of CO 2 emission pathways across countries at the global level.
There is a strong consensus in the economics literature that the quality of institutions (e.g., the effectiveness of government and public administration, rule of law, control of corruption etc.) has had a decisive impact on long-term economic development (North, 1990) . Institutions are very important for the efficient implementation of any policy, be it banking, labor or environmental policies. They are likely to be particularly important in areas where the behavior of individuals or firms is difficult to monitor and control. In the area of environmental pollution, it is widely recognized that relatively stringent regulations are needed to reduce hazardous emissions. Still, regardless of whether this is done via direct controls, economic instruments or softer policy instruments (e.g., voluntary industry agreements, environmental certification schemes, information measures etc.), legitimate institutions are necessary for these regulatory measures to be effective. This is likely of particular concern in developing countries, which often struggle in achieving reductions in both poverty levels and environmental pollution (e.g., Dasgupta et al., 2004) . In the developing world the presence of poor institutions often hamper investments in productive activities (e.g., Kirkpatrick and Parker, 2004) .
Over time researchers have devoted increased attention to the relationship between institutional quality and environmental pollution (e.g., Congleton, 1992) , but the empirical literature is limited. One stream of the literature investigates the impact of democracy on different environmental indicators, including CO 2 emissions (e.g., Farzin and Bond, 2006; Winslow, 2005; Bernauer and Koubi, 2009; Fredriksson and Neumayer, 2013) . Bernauer and Koubi (2009) also investigate the role of presidential versus parliamentary systems (in the empirical context of sulfur dioxide emissions). Few studies, though, address the impact of institutional quality. Two recent exceptions include Gani (2012) and Lau et al. (2014) , which both investigate the relationship between CO 2 emissions and the quality of government institutions. However, none of these studies build on the necessary theoretical underpinnings, e.g., specifying the convergence conditions. Specifically, we address a combined measure (using principal component analysis) of the following dimensions: (a) government effectiveness (e.g., quality and competence of public service provision, independence from political pressures etc.); (b) regulatory quality (e.g., lack of excessive and arbitrary regulations); (c) rule of law (e.g., fair and predictable rules, effectiveness of the judiciary); and (d) lack of exercise of public power for private gains). Overall, in countries with high institutional quality, governments can enforce regulations relating to CO 2 emissions with greater efficiency, and private enterprises will not feel hesitant to comply. This suggests that it is reasonable to expect a negative direct relationship between higher institutional qualities on the one hand and per capita CO 2 emissions on the other. Good institutions also secure property rights and this creates incentives for an efficient use of resources.
Second, since institutions also matter greatly for economic growth, we could in turn expect an indirect effect due to the impact of higher growth rates on emission levels. In other words, while economic growth (ceteris paribus) typically leads to higher emissions, efficient institutions can moderate this effect. While this paper examines CO 2 emission dynamics in the context of conditional β-convergence (i.e., controlling for the role of institutional quality), it also addresses the positive interaction between CO 2 emission growth and per capita income growth. Our reduced-form (convergence) regression model builds on the work presented in Ordás Criado et al. (2011) , who develop a neoclassical growth model with endogenous emission reduction.
Finally, we also employ nonparametric methods. This approach relaxes the functional specification for the empirical model, and also accommodates all forms of interaction between the regressors. The motivation for this is that a priori specifying the functional relations between the dependent and independent variables could result in specification bias and inconsistent estimates. Therefore, using an approach that is robust to specification bias will at least extend our knowledge on two counts. Firstly, it indicates if the popular linear specification is the appropriate specification for CO 2 emission convergence models. Secondly, our approach also assesses the direction and the magnitude of any detected bias associated with the linear specification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides the theoretical background and the econometric methodology for the study, we present the description of the data, the data sources and summary statistics in section 3, section 4 contains the empirical results and a discussion of the results, while the conclusions are presented in section 5.
Theoretical and Methodological Issues

Theoretical background
The standard theoretical literature on the relationship between economic growth and pollution dynamics started with the work by Keeler et al. (1971) , in which the focus was on the interaction between capital accumulation and emission intensities. Most of the theoretical models focusing on the relationship between economic growth and pollution use the emission function to establish the link between these two variables. The emission function assumes that productive processes generate pollution, and pollution is assumed to depend on output (i.e., the production process). A popular variant of the general emission function is a function that incorporates pollution abatement in addition to output as the key drivers of pollution. In these emission functions, the input mix does not enter directly as a driver of emissions but it does so indirectly via output.
Previous theoretical studies that have used the emission function to derive the relationship between economic activity and pollution include Van der Ploeg and Withagen (1991) , Bovenberg and Smulders (1995) , and Stockey (1998) . However, the focus of these cited studies have not been on deriving theoretical models that could be used in testing the pollution convergence hypothesis. The only studies that have focused on establishing a theoretical model that can be applied to data for testing this hypothesis are those developed by Taylor (2005, 2010) and Ordás Criado et al. (2011) . The model developed by Brock and Taylor is based on the neoclassical Solow growth model, but with an emission function that incorporates pollution abatement, with abatement and savings rate assumed to be exogenously determined. In their study, the theoretical model indicates that growth in CO 2 emissions depends on the initial level of CO 2 emissions, saving rate, abatement intensity, population growth rate and the depreciation rate. Still, abatement is assumed to be zero in the empirical application of the model. One could replace the savings rate, population growth and the depreciation rate with output as these variables are the key factors determining output in the Solow growth model. 
Empirical Specification
The empirical parametric specification for growth in per capita CO 2 emissions is based on the theoretical model proposed in Ordás Criado et al. (2011) . This model predicts a negative relationship between emission growth and emission levels (i.e., β-convergence), but this is conditional on a positive relation between emission growth and output (GDP) growth. Moreover, it is also useful to include the previous level of GDP to accommodate the effects of the higher order terms that were ignored in the Taylor series expansion of both capital and the pollution per capita systems of equations. The resulting empirical specification that is explored with panel regressions and can then be expressed as:
Where GCO 2,it and GGDP it are the growth rates of per capita carbon dioxide emissions and per capita output, respectively, while CO 2,it-T and GDP it-T represent the initial levels of per capita carbon dioxide emissions and output, respectively. The random error term is represented by ε it , and the subscripts i and t denotes country and time, respectively.
Since we are interested in the long term dynamics, and in order to avoid the fluctuations associated with business cycles, we employ five-year averages of CO 2 and GDP growth rates. This implies that the CO 2 and GDP growth rates are defined as: 
This strategy reduces the risk of primarily capturing short-run adjustments around the trend rather than the long-run convergence patterns.
We 
where POLITY is "quality of institutions" indicator, δ t a time dummy to capture timevariant effects, u i is a country fixed effect and v it is a random error term.
The conditional β-convergence hypothesis, based on equation (2), is tested by assessing that the following holds; α 1 < 0, µ i ≠ µ for all i and α j ≠ 0, j = 2, 3, 4. If we find that α 1 < 0, µ i = µ for all i and α j = 0, then we have unconditional β-convergence Moreover, in order to account for the possible feedback effects of per capita GDP growth and the dynamic nature of the model, we apply a system generalized method of moments (GMM) parametric approach by allowing all the right hand side variables either to be endogenous or predetermined. This approach will help solve the so called "Nickell bias" inherent in dynamic panel models with a short time period (Roodman, 2009) . Moreover, as pointed out above, five-year average growth rates are used in order to avoid the issues of cyclical impacts on the convergence dynamics. Most other studies make similar assumptions (e.g., Islam, 1995) . Furthermore, the system GMM approach will at least reduce possible endogenous bias since the approach uses instruments in the estimation process for the right-hand side variables that are considered endogenous or predetermined.
The instrumentation is done by using lags of the endogenous and predetermined regressors in a first difference equation (Roodman, 2009) . This is particularly important in our model since GDP for instance is not strictly exogenous in the emission equation.
The endogenous Green Solow Growth model indicates a positive relationship between growth in per capita CO 2 and per capita GDP growth, and a negative relationship between growth in per capita CO 2 and initial level of CO 2 per capita. The effect of the lagged level of GDP is expected to be positive, while the effect of the POLITY variable is expected to be negative.
However, institutions may have both a direct and indirect effect on emissions. The direct effect of high-quality institutions on emission growth is expected to be negative, since in many cases emission reductions tend to require strong and transparent regulatory institutions. There may, however, be an indirect effect on emission growth through the effects on GDP. Since good institutions such as rule of law, government effectiveness etc., are likely to have a positive effect on GDP growth this may in turn lead to an increase in emissions if the existing technology cannot generate more growth in GDP with less emission per unit of GDP. Our parametric strategy allows the POLITY variable to have both a direct and indirect effect on the growth rate of CO 2 per capita. This is because GDP growth is one of the possible channels that the quality of institutions affects growth in emission.
Accounting for the indirect effect of institutions, we postulate that the indirect transmission mechanism of the effects of institutions on emissions is through the growth in GDP per capita. To be able to account for this indirect effect, GDP growth is specified as:
The expression in equation (3) makes it possible to estimate the two equations separately, and it is reasonable within this setup of a dynamic panel with both country-and time-fixed effects to account for some of the unobservables. As such we do not expect that the remaining unobservables in the emission equation will be correlated with those in the growth equation.
Equation (3) is included to account for the effect of institutions on GDP growth to help identify the indirect effect of institutions on emissions via GDP growth based on the model developed by Dalgaard et al. (2004) and Hansen and Tarp (2001) . 2 The direct effect of institutional quality on CO 2 per capita growth and GDP growth, respectively, is then obtained via equations (2) and (3) by taking partial derivatives with respect to the institutional quality variable, that is:
(the direct effect of institutional quality on GDP growth)
(the direct effect of institutional quality on CO 2 per capita growth)
The total effect of the institutional quality variable on CO 2 per capita growth is then:
Intuitively, we expect β 4 to be positive, α 4 negative, and α 2 positive. Thus, we cannot sign the total effect a priori since it depends on the relative magnitudes of the direct and indirect effects.
nonparametric econometric approach that is robust to functional misspecification. This approach also allows for all forms of interactions between the various regressors in the model. Besides, it also relaxes the constant-parameter assumption imposed by the parametric model. The nonparametric version of the model in equation (2) can be expressed as:
Where
X is a vector of discrete variables specified and defined in equation (2) proposed and developed by Racine and Li (2004) , consistent with panels with a short time span relative to the individual (country) dimension. Since this estimator is well established in the nonparametric literature, we refer readers to Li and Racine (2007) for details.
Equation (4) is estimated using the local linear kernel estimator proposed by Stone (1977) and Cleveland (1979) , and later extended by Li and Racine (2007) to handle panel data with both continuous and discrete variables. This estimator is used in Gyimah-Brempong and Racine (2010 ), Ordás Criado et al. (2011 , and in Karimu and Brännlund (2012) . The choice of this estimator can be motivated by at least two reasons. First, it permits us to correct for boundary bias, which cannot be done with the local constant kernel estimator.
Second, it achieves the same rate of convergence as the case of a truly specific parametric model when the correct relationship in the data is linear (Li and Racine, 2004) , which is not the case for other kernel estimators.
Our empirical approach is thus to estimate both a parametric and nonparametric model and assess the performance of each in fitting the data using diagnostic testing techniques. The idea is not to a priori superimpose any model as the best model for the data, but rather to assess the performance of both the parametric and nonparametric approaches.
Data and Data Sources
The For this reason we chose component 1 to represent our polity index. The constructed index tends to explain more of the variance in government effectiveness relative to the other institutional variables, with regulatory quality being the least explained relative to the 5 If we instead limit our study to start from 1996 based on the available data on the institutional quality variable coupled with the five-year averages, this would result in having effectively two time periods (1996-2001) and (2001-2006) , In such a setting it would not be appropriate to apply a dynamic GMM approach with instruments. Moreover, we also did not want to impute more values for the institutional variables to reduce possible bias that imputations could generate on the estimates, and for this reason we opted for a starting point in 1985. However, we also estimated our model starting from 1960 but excluded the institutional quality variable from the set of regressors. This showed no significant differences in the β-convergence parameter in relation to the model based on the 1985 starting period. These results are not reported here but are available from the authors on request.
others. However, at the same time the index explains the variance of each of variable relatively well. One caveat of using such a large data set (124 countries) is uncertainty about the quality of the data, since it includes a diverse set of countries with possiblly varying degree of data quality. The difficulty of ensuring data quality over a large set of countries tends to lead to some studies focusing on smaller samples of countries such as the OECD countries.
However, despite the challenges related to data quality, a study utilizing a large and diverse sample also presents interesting findings that the small sample studies cannot provide albeit some reliability issues.
Results
The estimation procedure is in three steps and can be presented as follows. In the first step we apply the parametric method. More specifically we use the dynamic panel data (DPD) estimator on the CO 2 growth model as presented in equation (2), and test for conditional β-convergence. In the second step, we relax the functional specifications used in estimating the parametric model by applying a fully nonparametric approach using a mixed kernel estimator that can accommodate both continuous and discrete variables. The idea of using this estimator is to allow the data generating process to determine the functional relations and also assess if the parametric model in terms of whether the functional specification is appropriate. Furthermore, the nonparametric approach allows us to examine possible heterogeneity in the conditional β-convergence hypothesis. In the final step, we compare the two approaches to assess the likely bias associated with using a less flexible approach relative to a flexible approach. We then make our analysis and policy recommendations based on the model that fits the data generating process best. In all this our focus is on the convergence parameter and the direct effect of institutional quality. However, it is also important to estimate the indirect effects of institutional quality in order to know the direction of the total effect of institutional quality on emissions, not just the direct effect.
Parametric model results
β-convergence comes in two forms, conditional and non-conditional convergence. In the case of non-conditional convergence, it is assumed that countries only differ in the growth rate of emissions due to differences in their initial level of emissions, while in the conditional case other variables are allowed to influence the differences in growth rate of emissions. In this study we focus on the conditional β-convergence hypothesis, which in principle is the analogue to the conditional β-convergence in income in the economic growth literature (see Islam (2005) for a comprehensive survey). Thus, if we find a statistically significant negative value on the coefficient of ln CO 2,it-T (i.e., α 1 in equation (2)), it indicates the existence of β-convergence, while a significant positive value indicates divergence. Moreover, if this parameter is not significantly different from zero we cannot say anything concerning convergence or divergence.
The parametric estimates for the per capita CO 2 growth model are reported in Table 2 . The results indicate no second-order serial correlation and the Hansen test statistic does not reject the null of over-identifying restriction confirming the suitability of the DPD estimator.
The results clearly show convergence in emissions, specifically conditional β-convergence, since the parameter estimates for the initial CO 2 emission level is statistically significant different from zero at the 5% significance level, and the sign is negative. This implies convergence in per capita CO 2 emissions across the sampled countries, with the estimated rate of the convergence parameter being approximately 4%, indicating a low convergence rate across these countries.
Previous studies such as Strazicich and List (2003) , Nguyen-Van (2005) , and Brock and Taylor (2010) also found low convergence rates in per capita carbon emissions across countries. Specifically, based on the β-convergence concept and within a cross sectional framework. Brock and Taylor (2010) found the rate of convergence of per capita CO 2 emission to vary from 0.7% to 1.2% across different specifications. However, using a panel framework (a least square dummy variable estimator), they found the rate of convergence to increase to between 9 and 10 percent. Various authors find little evidence in support of CO 2 convergence in a global sample, but fairly strong evidence of convergence on a sample of OECD countries (see Pettersson et al., 2014) . Here, however, we find evidence in support of conditional convergence in the global sample that comprises 124 countries across the world. As a robustness check on the sample, we further divided the sample into an OECD sample and non-OECD sample, and as can be seen in Table 2 the results conclusively indicate the presence of β-convergence in both the OECD and the non-OECD samples.
One interesting finding from the results is that the rate of convergence tends to differ between these two samples, with the OECD sample having a lower rate of convergence relative to that of non-OECD countries. One explanation for this could be the higher capital intensities of the former group of economies (see also Brännlund et al., 2014) . For instance, capital intensive industrial sectors often possess putty-clay technologies, which provide very little short-run flexibility in terms of factor input mixes as well as emission intensities. This heterogeneity will be investigated further using the nonparametric approach.
The conclusion so far is then that there seems to be convergence in CO 2 emissions on both the global level and among OECD and non-OECD countries as separate groups, but also that the rate of convergence tends to be higher within the group of non-OECD countries relative to the OECD countries.
Concerning the conditioning variables in the model, the growth rate of GDP indicates a positive effect on growth in per capita CO 2 emissions, which is in line with our a priori prediction. The estimated parameter for per capita growth in GDP is positive and statistically significant at the 5% level, and it is also significant in economic terms as the estimated elasticity of GDP growth from the global sample is 0.77%. This shows the importance of growth in GDP in emissions dynamics, and more importantly it indicates the potential in reducing per capita CO 2 emissions from policies that can decouple growth in GDP from emissions. Furthermore, our results also demonstrate the potentials of technologies that allow switching from production processes that rely on polluting energy sources to less polluting sources on growth in CO 2 emissions. Moreover, in order to control for the effects of the state of technology, time dummies are included. The parameters corresponding to these time dummies are all significantly negative, implying that on average technological change and altered behavioral patterns have tended to reduce growth rates in per capita CO 2 emissions.
Concerning the institutional quality variable we find a statistically significant and negative effect on growth in per capita CO 2 emissions at the 5 % significance level. The implication of this result is that the index that comprises good regulatory institutions, control of corruption, government effectiveness and rule of law has a direct effect in that it tends to slow down the growth in per capita CO 2 emissions. Nevertheless, the total effect of institutional quality on CO 2 emissions could still be positive if the indirect effect via GDP growth is higher than the direct effect.
In accounting for the total effect, we postulated that one important channel that institutions can influence emissions is through GDP growth. For this reason we also estimated an economic growth model as presented in equation (3). The results from this model are reported in Table 3 . Here it can be seen that initial GDP, investment, openness and POLITY are all statistically significant at the 5% level. Moreover, the results indicate positive effects of investment and openness (export growth) on GDP growth, which are consistent with economic theory. Moreover, Table 3 also shows evidence of β-convergence in GDP growth rates, both for the global sample as well as for the two sub-samples. The institutional quality variable (POLITY) has a positive direct effect on GDP growth, which is in line with the findings from previous studies in the growth literature, while this variable's direct effect on growth in CO 2 emission is negative. Therefore, based on the full sample, the total effect of institutional quality can be calculated as follows:
. This implies a positive total effect of results thus indicate that the quality of government institutions matter for the prospects for achieving sustainable growth. Institutional quality will reduce the environmental costs of higher economic growth, but it also spurs economic growth in the first place. All in all, improvements in institutional quality do thus not appear to achieve a de-linking of CO 2 emissions and GDP growth.
Nonparametric model results
One caveat of the parametric model as presented in Table 2 is that it assumes an average convergence estimate, and therefore implies that the rate of CO 2 emission convergence is the same across countries (and time). Additionally, it assumes a linear relationship among regressors and the dependent variable. The parametric results also indicate heterogeneity in the rate of CO 2 convergence when one subdivides the sample into OECD and non-OECD countries. Intuitively, however, we would expect that the rate of convergence to vary across countries, and that there exists possible interactions between the regressors. To account for the possibility of different CO 2 convergence rates and interactions in a flexible way, we also apply a nonparametric method that relaxes the above-mentioned restrictions imposed by the parametric model. Figure 1 , we estimated the gradients of the lines. The result of the latter is displayed in Figure 2 , indicating the elasticity (for variables in log) or marginal effect (for variables not in log) at various points for each of the regressors in the model. Specifically, the estimated rate of β-convergence varies from -0.07 (7%) to -0.02 (2%) as the initial per capita level of emissions in log terms increases from -4 to 4 (i.e., from 0.67 metric tons per capita to 1.49 metric tons per capita). The implication of this is that countries that start at lower levels of emissions tend to experience faster emissions growth relative to countries that start at a higher level of emission per capita.
As with the parametric estimates, the nonparametric results also reveal a relatively low convergence rate. However, in contrast to the parametric model, the results from the nonparametric model indicate that the rate of convergence varies with the initial level of emission per capita in the sense that those countries that start at a high level of emissions tend to have low rates of convergence, relative to countries that start at a low level of per capita CO 2 emissions. Again, this could in part be due to the higher capital intensities in the high-emitting countries; here further emission reductions may increasingly involve costly capital turnover in various industrial sectors.
Consistent with theory, the nonparametric estimates also result in a positive relationship between growth in per capita CO 2 emissions and GDP growth. This result is reported in Figure 1 (the partial regression plot) and in Figure 2 
Robustness check
In assessing whether the main results are robust to our choice of institutional quality index, we also estimated equations (2) and (3) by using each of the institutional variables that constitute the institutional index. The results, as reported in the appendix (Table A5) , show no significant differences for all coefficient estimates, except for the individual institutional variables relative to the index. We find significant differences in the size of the estimates for the institutional variables and the coefficient estimate for the institutional index. Based on the individual institutional quality variables, we find government effectiveness, rule of law and regulatory quality to have statistically significant and negative impacts. Moreover, the results indicate no statistically significant impact of control of corruption on CO 2 emission growth rates. The implication of this is that various aspects of institutions may have different impacts on CO 2 emissions, and an aggregate index may not reveal such differences. However, whether we use an index or the individual institutional variables, the main results do not change in a profound way, especially the rate of the convergence parameter in the parametric model. Similarly, we find no significant difference in the rate of convergence based on the nonparametric model for each of the individual institutional variables except in the case of rule of law (these results are reported in Figures A3-A6 in the appendix) . We can therefore conclude that the main results are generally robust to either using the index or the individual institutional variables that constitute the index.
Conclusion
This paper examined the relationship between growth in per capita CO 2 emissions, GDP growth, and the role of the quality of institutions within the framework of conditional beta convergence for a global sample comprising 124 countries. We based our empirical model on the dynamic endogenous growth model developed by Ordás Criado et al. (2011) , which was extended by including the quality of institutions to capture the role of the political economy on emission dynamics. We addressed our questions using both parametric and nonparametric methods, and the results indicated evidence of growth in per capita CO 2 emissions convergence in the global sample. This also holds when we divided the sample into OECD and non-OECD countries based on the parametric modeling approach. We also found evidence of heterogeneity in the rate of convergence; a relatively high rate for non-OECD and a lower rate for the OECD countries. Further exploring the heterogeneity in the rate of convergence, and also relaxing the linear functional specification, we applied a nonparametric approach. Also using this approach convergence continues to hold, although its rate and steady state level seems to vary between countries. The implication of this is that countries that have very low CO 2 emissions tend to have a different emission convergence rate (high rate) relative to those with moderate (medium rate) and higher emissions (low rate). This finding is in contrast to the majority of studies investigating the issue of CO 2 convergence. Most of previous studies provide seldom support to the -convergence hypothesis in CO 2 emissions for global samples, but often support for CO 2 convergence for industrial (OECD) sub-samples (Pettersson et al., 2014) . Exceptions, though, include the studies by Brock and Taylor (2010) and Nguyen-Van (2005) . However, the work by Nguyen-Van only finds evidence of convergence for the global sample based on a cross-sectional analysis, but when extending the data to a panel, the author instead finds divergence of CO 2 emissions.
Another interesting finding from our study is that we consistently find, in both the parametric and nonparametric approach, a negative direct impact of quality of institutions on the growth in CO 2 emissions. Among other things this implies that having a good institutional environment, e.g., regulatory institutions that are efficient in enforcing environment policies and monitoring, is likely to reduce growth in emissions per capita relative to a poor or inefficient regulatory institution. As much as we tend to focus on environmental policies, and their impact on say CO 2 emission reductions, they will be less effective if the political economy environment is weak and inefficient, implying also that environmental policies are likely to be ineffective in most developing countries if efforts are not made to concurrently strengthen the quality of institutions.
It is also true, however, that good institutions can serve as "a double edged sword" having a direct negative effect on emissions, but at the same time having a positive effect on GDP growth that in turn implies an increase in emissions. It is therefore important to consider the total effect of the quality of institutions instead of just the direct effect. The political environment appears to support more GDP growth-oriented policies relative to less growth in emission, and therefore the reduction effect of the political environment on emissions tend to be low relative to the increasing effect on GDP.
Whether or not there is convergence in per capita emissions could influence the political economy of negotiating multilateral climate agreements. For instance, in the absence of convergence a per capita allocation of emission rights would result in substantial international transfers of rents (through carbon trading) or the relocation of emissionintensive industries. The rate of convergence may also play an important role in global climate policy. If the time allowed for the transition to a lower emission path is narrowed, the global economy's capital stock will likely need to be replaced before it is worn out. As a result, overall abatement costs will increase, and in the presence of slow convergence patterns multilateral agreements may be more difficult to achieve. Our results confirm that the rate of convergence is slower for the high-emitting countries with overall higher capital intensities. The fast economic growth of some Asian and African countries, considerably increasing their capital intensities, may add to these difficulties. Comprise carbon dioxide emissions stemming from the burning of fossil fuels and the manufacture of cement. This includes carbon dioxide produced in the consumption of solid, liquid, and gas fuels and gas flaring. Data are taken from World development indicators (WDI) and are expressed in metric tons.
Gross domestic product per capita (GDP) GDP per capita is gross domestic product divided by midyear population, and it is expressed in constant 2005 US dollars (WDI).
Government effectiveness Reflects perceptions of the quality of public services, the quality of the civil service and the degree of its independence from political pressures, the quality of policy formulation and implementation, and the credibility of the government's commitment to such policies which is in the standard normal unit. The score ranges between -2.5 and 2.5 with higher values representing better outcomes. The Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI, 2013) Regulatory quality
Reflects perceptions of the ability of the government to formulate and implement sound policies and regulations that permit and promote private sector development which is in the standard normal unit, and range between -2.5 and 2.5 with higher values representing better outcomes. (WGI, 2013) Rule of law Reflects perceptions of the extent to which agents have confidence in and abide by the rules of society, and in particular the quality of contract enforcement, property rights, the police, and the courts, as well as the likelihood of crime and violence which is in the standard normal unit, and range between -2.5 and 2.5, with higher values representing better outcomes. (WGI, 2013) Control of corruption Reflects perceptions of the extent to which public power is exercised for private gain, including both petty and grand forms of corruption, as well as "capture" of the state by elites and private interests which is in the standard normal unit, and range between -2.5 and 2. 
